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Introduction
• Identifying causes of disease remains
one of the key components in
epidemiologic research
• The role of triglycerides and adiponectin in
ischemic heart disease risk

• Discrepancies between observational
studies and randomized controlled trials

Introduction
• Mendelian randomization studies –
nature’s randomized trial

Davey Smith and Ebrahim, 2005

Challenges concerning Mendelian
randomization
• One-sample Mendelian randomization
(Conventional)
• Large sample sizes and instruments
• Impossible to obtain large samples for small
effect sizes
• Genetic analysis can sometimes be very costly
and subject to bio-specimen availability

• Two-sample Mendelian randomization
• The use of publicly available data of genome
wide association studies (GWAS) of different
phenotypes (biomarkers, diseases etc)
• Essentially no cost
• Very large so as to reduce the likelihood of false
negatives
• Relatively new method and technically very
advanced (Back in 2016)

Training programme
• Academic
attachment to
Professor Debbie
Lawlor, University
of Bristol
• Short course on
Mendelian
randomization
• Other research
activities

Training programme
• Ways to identify genetic instruments
• Genome wide association studies; ethnicities;
adjustment models etc

• Ways to analyze the data using
summary statistics and corresponding
sensitivity analyses
• Inverse variance weighting, weighted median
method, MR-Egger etc

• Caveats in Mendelian randomization
• Allele harmonization; issues concerning the abovementioned analyses; interpretation of estimates
and inference; applicability to RCTs

Application to the research
questions – adiponectin and
triglycerides
• Adiponectin and triglycerides are
potential targets of intervention of
ischemic heart disease (IHD) although
the effect has not been thoroughly
examined in randomized controlled
trials
• Previous MR may have flaws (Jorgensen
et al., 2013; Dastani et al., 2013) [At the
time when I submitted the application]
• The aim of the project was to use MR
with publicly available summary data to
examine whether:

• Higher adiponectin was associated with lower IHD
risk
• Higher triglycerides was associated with higher IHD
risk

Methods
-8
• Exposure data (p value <5x10 ; and
2
in linkage disequilibrium (r <0.05))

not

• ADIPOGen Consortium (n=39,883) for adiponectin
(log transformed) -> 21 SNPs
• GLGC (n=188,577) for triglycerides (standard
deviation) -> 102 SNPs

• Outcome data

• CARDIoGRAMplusC4D 1000 Genomes based GWAS
(60,801 cases and 123,504 controls) for ischemic
heart diseases

• Main analyses

• Inverse variance weighting with multiplicative
random effects

• Sensitivity analyses

• Weighted median method, MR-Egger, exclusion of
pleiotropic instruments, multivariable Mendelian
randomization analysis etc

Main findings for adiponectin

Main findings for triglycerides

Discussion
• Adiponectin
• Likely a reflection of confounding such as by
adiposity (Borges et al., 2017)
• Consistent with a more recent Mendelian
randomization study (Borges et al., 2016)

• Triglycerides
• Inflammation as a potential mechanism
(Nordestgaard and Varbo, 2014)
• Discrepant findings compared to RCTs need further
investigation (Jakob et al., 2016)

• Assumption of Mendelian
randomization; generalizability

Reflections
• Substantially impacted my career in research,
especially in the era of big data

• Foster potential collaborations between The
University of Hong Kong and University of Bristol
• As an educator, I have also disseminated my
knowledge to my colleagues within SPH, and MPH
students
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